CORNERSTONE UNIFIED
TALENT MANAGEMENT

I
Improving
the employee
experience from
one unified
platform

n a world of expensive hardware/software consolidation, how
do HR teams select the best talent management products for
the future? Cornerstone enables organizations of all sizes and
in every industry to source and recruit top talent, develop and
engage employees throughout their careers, improve operational
execution, and cultivate future leaders.
By unifying key functional areas of employee recruiting,
onboarding, development, performance, compensation,
succession and collaboration into one easy-to-use system, our
clients entirely eliminate the need for separate point solutions or
other legacy HR technology.
Since 1999, as one of the first true cloud computing companies,
Cornerstone has been delivering cost-effective, innovative
technology in one unified platform to improve every aspect of the
employee experience.

Less Complexity,
More Configurability
We understand that a “onesize-fits-all” mentality to talent
management simply doesn’t
work. That’s why Cornerstone
is entirely configurable to meet
the specific needs of your
organization’s talent strategy and
your specific business processes
and workflows.

Built for the Modern
Workforce
With a modern user interface,
we strive to create a destination
where employees can work
smarter and access all of their
talent information. Whether
employees experience
Cornerstone on the web or via
mobile devices, our technology is
impactful and easy-to-use.

Innovative
and Different
The marketplace for talent
management technology is a
complicated one – but we are
working to make it simple. Rather
than asking you to deal with
costly upgrades, complex hybrid
models or a messy patchwork of
integrations, Cornerstone is a single
cloud-based unified system.
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Improving the Employee
Experience from One
Unified Platform
CORNERSTONE RECRUITING
Find the right talent inside the company or out.

CORNERSTONE ONBOARDING
Onboard and engage new employees.

CORNERSTONE CONNECT
Foster a culture of collaboration and engagement.

CORNERSTONE LEARNING
Deliver targeted learning and development.

CORNERSTONE PERFORMANCE
Measure performance against business objectives.

CORNERSTONE COMPENSATION
Gain budgetary insights and reward performance.

CORNERSTONE SUCCESSION
Identify skills gaps and build bench strength.

One Unified Platform for the Workforce
Since 1999, Cornerstone is the only pure cloud-based unified talent management solution delivering
software and services that improves every aspect of the employee experience. That means our
customers experience one technology, one user experience, one data model, and one customer support
call. When you choose a unified talent management system, you are choosing less complexity, better
usability, more product innovation, rapid employee adoption, and boosted ROI.
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Cornerstone OnDemand is a leader in cloud-based applications for talent management. Our solutions
help organizations recruit, train, manage and connect their employees, empowering their people and
increasing workforce productivity. To learn more, visit csod.com.
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